Fit and Ready Horses in Today:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Horse</th>
<th>List</th>
<th>List Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CARACORTADO</td>
<td>OTH 4</td>
<td>10/27/2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Race 6½ Furlongs Dirt

MINUTESANDTOUCHES HOL 11/04/10 B FT 100.0 H
MINUTESANDTOUCHES was held up by the rider to begin this 5/8 of a mile drill; then TOUCHES got inside the 1/4 pole and the boy urged him along through the stretch run; his final time 100.0 while coming the final 1/2 in 47.2; just a fair move for TOUCHES today as this did appear to be the best he could do.

CALL ME LATER HOL 10/17/10 B FT 50.3 H
CALL ME LATER eased away from the marker this morning; then was lightly niggled at through the final 1/8 of a mile as he recorded a final time of 50.2 while coming the final 3/8 in 37.2; just a fair move for CALL ME LATER today.

MILES LONG GONE HOL 09/26/10 B FT 100.1 HG
MILES LONG GONE traveled 5/8 of a mile from the gate this morning; breaking alongside another unknown worker; then being hand ridden in the final stages as LONG GONE drew clear from that other worker; his final time 100.0 while coming the final 1/4 in a sharp 24.3; a good drill for LONG GONE this week.

AIR UNION HOL 10/09/10 B FT 100.3 HG
AIR UNION (B) working with ALCINDOR (B) - This team traveled 5/8 of a mile from the gate together as both riders controlled their horses in the early stages; then neither rider set their mount down when finishing the move to record a quick final time of 59.4 while traveling that final 1/2 in a sharp 47.1; a nice move for this duo; definitely two we want to continue to follow.

2nd Race 7 Furlongs Dirt

DUBAI YOU HOL 10/23/10 B FT 102.1 H
DUBAI YOU was not asked to begin this 5/8 of a mile drill; then coaxed along when coming down the lane to record a final time of 101.3 while traveling the final 3/8 in 37.0; just a fair move for DUBAI as we really couldn't make much of it.

DUBAI YOU X Y Z HOL 10/22/10 B FT 114.4 H
DUBAI YOU began this 6f drill with the rider sitting still while heading down the backside; then the boy gathered up the reins and hand rode DUBAI YOU through the final 1/6 of a mile to record a final time of 114.1 while traveling the final 5/8 in 101.1; just a fair move for DUBAI YOU this week.

MY LAST TYCOON HOL 10/30/10 B FT 101.1 H
GIBBOUS MOON (B) working with MY LAST TYCOON (B) - This team traveled 5/8 of a mile together as GIBBOUS MOON was three lengths in front of MY LAST TYCOON when leaving the marker; both riders having upright holds on their mounts in the early stages; then MY LAST TYCOON got even with GIBBOUS MOON when coming down the lane as both riders just lightly niggled at their mounts; final time for TYCOON 100.3; final time for GIBBOUS MOON 101.1 as GIBBOUS came the final 1/2 in 49.1; a decent move for this duo as we really couldn't separate one from the other at the end.

LUCKY FITZ HOL 10/27/10 B FT 59.3 H
LUCKY FITZ was under a big hold from the rider when beginning this 5/8 of a mile drill; then the boy just lightly asked LUCKY FITZ on the neck in deep stretch and he responded well; his final time 59.4 while coming the final 1/4 in a sharp 24.2; a nice move for LUCKY.

3rd Race 7 Furlongs Dirt

BIG WAGS HOL 10/22/10 B FT 101.1 H
BIG WAGS was in hand to start this 5/8 of a mile drill; opening 1/4 a comfortable 24.4; then BIG WAGS was just lightly asked on the neck through the final 1/16 of a mile for a final time of 101.1; still reaching out well at the end and a decent drill this week for WAGS.

LOGICAL HABIT HOL 10/29/10 B FT 59.4 H
LOGICAL HABIT left the marker with the rider sitting chilly; then the boy gathered up the reins at the top of the stretch and hand rode habit into the wire; final time 59.4 while traveling the final 1/2 in 47.3; still reaching out well at the end and a good drill for HABIT this week.
LOGICAL HABIT

LOGICAL HABIT traveled 3/8 of a mile from the gate this morning; coming away from the stalls in good fashion; then never set down by the rider for a quick final time of 35.4; a decent drill this week for LOGICAL.

HOL 10/08/10 B- FT 100.3 H
HOLLYWOOD FIERCE (B), QUINTONS DESTINY (B-), and LOGICAL HABIT (B-) working together - This trio came from the gate together as all horses broke a bit flat-footed; scattering themselves in the early stages while acting quite green when beginning this drill; then HOLLYWOOD FIERCE took hold of the bit and looked the best of the trio at the end of the move without being set down; his final time 100.4 while traveling that final 1/4 in 24.4; about a length in front of his stable mates and a decent move for FIERCE. QUINTONS DESTINY and LOGICAL HABIT stayed close to one another at the end of their drill for a final time of 101.0; both riders lightly asking them on the neck and just a fair move for these two this morning.

HOL 09/23/10 B FT 100.4 H
HOLLYWOOD FIERCE (B) working with LOGICAL HABIT (B) - This duo stayed close to one another throughout this 5/8 of a mile drill as they traveled the first 3/8 in 36.2 while under no pressure; then both riders just lightly coaxed their mounts along through the final 1/8 of a mile to record final times of 101.0; a decent move for this team as we really couldn't say one was doing better than the other at the end.

DMR 08/11/10 B- FT 102.3 H
LOGICAL HABIT broke off at the pole just behind another worker while moving slowly in the early stages; then HABIT was hand ridden to get even with that other worker when coming down the lane to record a final time of 102.2; HABIT came that final 1/2 in 49.2; just a fair drill today for HABIT.

JAIKEY BOY

JAIKEY BOY when leaving the marker as both riders sat chilly in the early stages; then ARGUE MY CASE ended up about eight lengths in front of JAIKEY BOY at the end while just being lightly niggled at for a final time of 102.2; CASE traveled the final 1/2 in 49.4; a decent move for CASE. JAIKEY BOY was lightly asked on the neck through the entire stretch run for a final time of 103.0; just an okay move on JAIKEY's part today.

DMR 08/26/10 C+ FT 39.1 H
JAIKEY BOY broke off at the pole close to another worker; then was lightly asked when coming down the lane while staying close to that worker throughout the drill; final time a slow 39.0; just an okay move for JAIKEY today.

SOUTHOFTHEQUATOR

SOUTHOFTHEQUATOR was under no pressure to begin this 5/8 of a mile drill; opening 1/2 a leisurely 49.3; then the rider tapped QUATOR on the shoulder several times through the final 1/8 of a mile for a final time of 102.0; just a fair move for QUATOR today.

4th Race 1 1/16 Miles Dirt

PLANTSITE

PLANTSITE was quite aggressive to begin this 5/8 of a mile drill; opening 1/4 a sharp 23.4; then PLANTSITE was just lightly asked on the neck when traveling through the stretch to record a final time of 101.0; still reaching out well at the end and a good move for PLANT.

LONGONAGUSKA

LONGONAGUSKA was tugging aggressively to the rider to begin this 1/2 mile drill; opening 1/4 a quick 23.1; then the rider opened up those reins and pushed on LONGONAGUSKA when coming down the stretch for a final time of 47.3; shortening up stride at the end and just an okay move for LONGONAGUSKA; not as good as it might appear.
Thursday, November 11, 2010
Hollywood Park

5th Race  1 1/16 Miles  Dirt

HOLY FLAPPER  HOL 11/05/10 B  FT 100.4 H
BRAN JAMMAS (B) working with HOLY FLAPPER (B) - This team moved aggressively in the early stages of their 5/8 of a mile drill as they went the first 3/8 in a sharp 35.4; then BRAN JAMMAS was controlled by her rider when coming down lane as HOLY FLAPPER was just lightly niggled at; final time for both of these 100.1; a decent move on both sides as they both appeared to have more left to give at the end.

HOLY FLAPPER broke off at the pole close to another worker; then remained close to that other worker throughout the drill; opening 3/8 36.2; the first 5/8 in 101.1; then being lightly asked by the rider through the final 1/8 of a mile for a final time of 113.3; a decent drill for FLAPPER as it was no way we could knock it.

6th Race  6 1/2 Furlongs  Dirt

WINNING DESIRE  HOL 10/12/10 C+  FT 53.2 H
WINNING DESIRE went slowly throughout this 1/2 mile drill; beginning the move with a dawdling opening 1/8 of 13.2; then never set down by the rider when coming through the stretch to record a final lethargic time of 53.2; just an okay move for DESIRE as we couldn't make anything of it.

EDGEEICK ROAD  HOL 11/06/10 C+  FT 51.1 H
EDGEEICK left the marker with the rider sitting still; then the boy steered him slightly off the rail when coming down the lane while hand ridding him into the wire for a final time of 50.4 after going off that opening 1/8 in an easy 12.3; just an okay move for EDGEEICK today.

EDGEEICK ROAD (B-) working with MIKE'S REMARK (B-) - This team came from the gate together as both riders were lightly asked on their necks to begin the drill; staying close to one another through the first 3/8 in 35.4 as EDGEEICK ROAD's rider was content to get up there; just a fair move on ROAD's part. MIKE'S REMARK continued on for 5/8 of a mile in 101.0; being coaxed along by his rider and just a fair move on MIKE's part as well as neither side really impressed today.

CARACORTADO  HOL 11/05/10 A-  FT 113.2 H
CARACORTADO put in an eye-catching 6f drill today; under big restraint from the rider in the early stages of the move; then the boy let out a notch in the reins in mid stretch and CARACORTADO finished up full of run; his final time 113.2 as he came that final 1/8 in an unbelievable 11.2; a very, very good move for CARACORTADO as he appears set to get back to the Winner's Circle.

WINNING DESIRE went slowly throughout this 1/2 mile drill; beginning the move with a dawdling opening 1/8 of 13.2; then never set down by the rider when coming through the stretch to record a final lethargic time of 53.2; just an okay move for DESIRE as we couldn't make anything of it.

HIDDEN BLESSING  HOL 11/05/10 C+  FT 59.1 H
HIDDEN BLESSING began this 5/8 of a mile drill under a big hold; then the boy opened up the reins a bit and just lightly niggled at BLESSING in mid stretch and he appeared full of run; his final time a fast 59.2 while coming the final 1/4 in a dazzling 23.4; a bit quicker than what was officially given and a very good 1/2 for CARACORTADO.

HIDDEN BLESSING was under big restraint when starting this 1/2 mile drill; then appeared full of run when coming down the stretch as the rider never asked BLESSING for any run; final time 47.2 while coming that final 3/8 in a sharp 35.2; a very nice move for BLESSING as he seems to be sitting on edge these days.
HIDDEN BLESSING was under a giant hold from the rider when starting his 1/2 mile drill; opening 1/8 a sharp 12.0; then BLESSING was never asked by the rider when coming down the lane for a final time of 47.1; extending herself well at the end and a nice move for BLESSING this week.

DANCE WITH GABLE was controlled by the rider to begin this 5/8 of a mile drill; then still controlled when coming down the lane; his final time 101.1 while traveling that final 1/4 in a very sharp 24.1; never allowed to run and a very nice move for GABLE as he appears to be sitting on the edge of a big performance.

BRADIUM pulled aggressively at the rider early in this 1/2 mile drill; opening 1/4 a quick 23.4; then the rider lightly niggled at BRADIUM when traveling through the stretch as he noticeably slowed for a final time of 49.3; just an okay drill this week for BRADIUM.

AMAZOMBIE began this 5/8 of a mile drill on a tight rein as he worked in the early morning hours; his opening 3/8 36.2; then ZOMBIE received one tap on the shoulder in mid stretch as he picked it up strongly for a final time of 59.4; that's a 23.2 final 1/4 and a very good move for ZOMBIE as he appears set for one of his huge efforts.

CHEROKEE HEAVEN was slow to start this 3/8 of a mile drill; then still going slowly when coming to the finish; final time 39.2; never set down but never doing much as this was just an okay move for HEAVEN.

CHEROKEE HEAVEN began this 5/8 of a mile drill in slow fashion; opening 1/8 a dawdling 13.1; he continued to move slowly through the first 1/4 in 25.3; then the rider never got serious with CHEROKEE when coming down the lane as he recorded a final lethargic time of 105.1; just an okay move for CHEROKEE as it was difficult for us to make anything of it.